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Vortex productionAbstract By using a special momentum approach and with the help of interchange between singu-
larity velocity and induced ﬂow velocity, we derive in a physical way explicit force formulas for two-
dimensional inviscid ﬂow involving multiple bound and free vortices, multiple airfoils, and vortex
production. These force formulas hold individually for each airfoil thus allowing for force decom-
position, and the contributions to forces from singularities (such as bound and image vortices,
sources, and doublets) and bodies out of an airfoil are related to their induced velocities at the loca-
tions of singularities inside this airfoil. The force contribution due to vortex production is related to
the vortex production rate and the distance between each pair of vortices in production, thus frame-
independent. The formulas are validated against a number of standard problems. These force for-
mulas, which generalize the classic Kutta–Joukowski theorem (for a single bound vortex) and the
recent generalized Lagally theorem (for problems without a bound vortex and vortex production) to
more general cases, can be used to identify or understand the roles of outside vortices and bodies on
the forces of the actual body, optimize arrangement of outside vortices and bodies for force
enhancement or reduction, and derive analytical force formulas once the ﬂow ﬁeld is given or
known.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
In the classic Kutta–Joukowski theorem for steady potential
ﬂow around a single airfoil, the lift is related to the circulation
of a bound vortex.1 The circulation of the bound vortex is
determined by the Kutta condition, due to which the role of
viscosity is implicitly incorporated though explicitly ignored.2
The lift predicted by the Kutta–Joukowski theorem within
the framework of inviscid ﬂow theory is quite accurate even
1038 C. Bai et al.for real viscous ﬂow, provided that the ﬂow is steady and
unseparated (see Anderson3 for more details).
The Kutta–Joukowski theorem does not hold for problems
with free vortices or other bodies outside the body for which
we study the force. These problems have been attracting great
attentions since more than three decades ago, due to their wide
applications in unsteady ﬂows4–6 and in multibody ﬂows such
as multi-turbine ﬂow,7 multi-blade ﬂow,8 multi-element airfoil
ﬂow,9 multi-wing aerodynamics as for dragonﬂy,10 and ﬂows
in staggered cylinders.11 Early studies considering the interac-
tion of a single vortex with a wing can be found in the work of
Saffman.12 Streitlien and Triantafyllou13 derived force formu-
las for a single Joukowski airfoil surrounded by point vortices
that convected freely.
Traditionally, force formulas for complex ﬂows are either in
algebraic forms related to speed and strength of singularities
(called singularity approach here)14–18 or in integral forms
(called integral approach here).12,19,20
The force formulas by the singularity approach are
basically worked out through using the complex potential
theory and the unsteady Blasius theorem.21 The forces are
expressed in terms of the speeds of both real and image
vortices, plus the time variation of an additional integral term
representing all the effects other than the motion of vortices
outside the body.
In the integral approach, force formulas are derived directly
from the basic equations of ﬂow, notably from equations of
vortex dynamics. Forces may be expressed as the volume inte-
gral of vorticity moments in the whole space including the solid
body.12,19 With the help of auxiliary ﬂow potentials, Howe20
derived an integral approach with a surface integral for the vis-
cous force but with the volume integral only deﬁned for the
space occupied by the ﬂuid.
The main disadvantages of these force formulas are that
they do not allow for direct decomposition of forces according
to bodies for multibody ﬂow, and the contribution from each
ﬂow structure is not easily identiﬁable. An exception is the
integral approach of Howe20 which has been recently extended
to multiple bodies by Ragazzo and Tabak22 and Chang et al.23
through the introduction of auxiliary functions, but the
resulted force formulas are still not in an explicit form. A mul-
tibody problem is difﬁcult as stated by Crowdy11 who derived
a general method for ﬁnding the potential ﬂow solution for
staggered cylinders with given bound vortices. For two parallel
plates in a uniform ﬂow, Sakajo24 successfully obtained a
potential ﬂow solution and a vortex stationary position.
Forces are integrated when the vortex is at the stationary
position.
In some other works, the force contribution from an out-
side vortex or doublet is expressed as the induced velocity
either on the location of outside singularity21 or inside the
body.9 For the case of an airfoil interacting with one outside
vortex, Katz and Plotkin9 expressed the force in terms of the
induced velocity at the body center. The role of the real vortex
outside the body is represented by the induced velocity at the
body center. This result was obtained under the lumped vortex
assumption and extended to the case of multi-airfoil and multi-
vortex ﬂow by Bai and Wu25 still under the lumped vortex
assumption. The presence of singularities such as sources
and doublets outside a body has also been studied in the
framework of the Lagally theorem.21,26 Wu et al.27 extended
the Lagally theorem to the case of two-dimensional ﬂow withmultiple bodies moving in a still ﬂuid in the presence of multi-
ple free vortices. Bound vortices and vortex production were
not considered in this work and the force formulas were
extended to multiple bodies without proof.
In this paper, we consider two-dimensional potential ﬂow
with multiple bodies and multiple free vortices. Moreover, we
include both bound vortices and vortex production, which
are however not considered in the work of Wu et al.27 The pur-
pose is to derive force formulas which hold individually for
each airfoil and are explicit allowing for easy identiﬁcation of
the role of each outside vortex and body. Due to vortex produc-
tion on the surface of the body, the unsteady Blasius equation
given by Thomson21 and used by Wu et al.27 cannot be directly
applied here since it is based on an irrotational assumption on
the body. Hence, we use an integral approach based on spe-
cially devised control volumes to ﬁnd the force formulas.
This paper will be organized as follows. In Section 2, we ﬁrst
use a momentum approach to relate the lift force and the
induced drag force to the speeds of singularities inside and out-
side a single body (singularity velocity method). We then relate
the force terms due to the outside singularities to the induced
velocities inside the body and express the forces in terms of
the relative induced velocities and the strengths of singularities
inside the body (induced velocity method). The induced veloc-
ity method is then extended to the case of multibody ﬂow.
In Section 3, we use several standard cases to validate the
force formulas. These include the problems of a standing vor-
tex pair behind a circular cylinder, a source doublet outside a
circular cylinder, and two circular cylinders with given bound
vortices, for which Crowdy11 gives an exact solution. The last
example, which is used to test the singularity approach and the
force formulas for vortex production, is the drag problem for
the Karman vortex street, a very difﬁcult problem since the
drag is not related to the shape of the body.
A discussion, though short but important, with emphasis
on the new features of the present work and how to use the
present work, is provided in Section 4.
2. Derivation of force formula
In this section, we ﬁrst state the ﬂow ﬁeld covered by the pres-
ent study. Then we use a momentum approach based on a suit-
ably designed control volume to obtain a force formula
(singularity approach). Then this force formula is rewritten
in a form so that the forces are only related to ﬂow properties
inside the body and extended to multibody ﬂow. Finally, an
explicit force formula is obtained for vortex production.
2.1. Description of the ﬂow ﬁeld
Consider a body with an inﬁnite span, immersed in an incom-
pressible two-dimensional ﬂow with a constant density q. The
freestream velocity V1 is assumed horizontal. The local ﬂow
ﬁeld is supposed to be generated by vortices, sources, doublets,
and body acceleration and rotation, in a way that the total
velocity of the ﬂow can be obtained by a linear superposition
of the induced velocities due to these factors. Singularities,
including point vortices, sources, and doublets, are assumed
to be either inside the body (called inner ones) or outside the
body (called outer ones). The consideration of vortices on
the surface of the body due to vortex production will be
Fig. 1 Control volumes: the solid box ABCD deﬁnes a vertical
control volume (X1,X2) · (1,1) for lift study and the dashed
box abcd deﬁnes a horizontal control volume (1,1) · (Y1,Y2)
for drag study.
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outer singularities will be assumed to be at a ﬁnite distance
to the body.
The sum of the strengths of the inner vortices is equal to
Cb ¼
R
@C
ðudxþ vdyÞ, which is just the circulation of the bound
vortex, and the closed curve @C is along the body with a
counterclockwise path, so that a clockwise circulation has a
negative sign. We note that even when there is vortex produc-
tion, the conservation of total circulation holdsX
i
dCi
dt
¼ 0 ð1Þ
The index i refers to any singularity independent of whether it
is inside or outside the body. In Section 2.2, we will show that,
if Eq. (1) does not hold, then we would have a lift force whose
magnitude depends on the choice of the reference frame.
A singularity, located at (xi,yi) but generally moving at
velocity (dxi/dt,dyi/dt), is either a point vortex of strength
Ci, a source of strength mi, or a doublet of strength li.
The (ﬂuid) velocity induced at (x,y) by a point vortex (i) at
(xi,yi) is
uðiÞðx; yÞ ¼ @wi
@y
¼ @/i
@x
¼  Ci
2p
y yi
r2i
vðiÞðx; yÞ ¼  @wi
@x
¼ @/i
@y
¼ Ci
2p
x xi
r2i
8><
>: ð2Þ
where wi ¼ 
Ci
2p
ln ri with ri ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx xiÞ2 þ ðy yiÞ2
q
is the
stream function and/i ¼
Cihi
2p
is the velocity potential. The angle
hi is deﬁned so that x  xi = ri cos hi and y  yi = ri sin hi.
It should be emphasized that this induced velocity is
independent of the velocity of the vortex.
A doublet can be treated equivalently as a vortex pair.27
Thus we ﬁrst assume the doublets have been transformed into
vortices and just derive forces due to vortices and sources, and
then the explicit inﬂuence due to the doublets is derived
directly from the vortex-based forces.
Pure source (sink) singularities are in fact not required since
we only consider closed bodies, for which we may always use a
number of source doublets to represent pure sources. However,
for completeness we also consider the existence of sources. The
ﬂow ﬁeld due to a point source (i) of strength mi is
uðiÞðx; yÞ ¼ @wi
@y
¼ @/i
@x
¼ mi
2p
x xi
r2i
vðiÞðx; yÞ ¼  @wi
@x
¼ @/i
@y
¼ mi
2p
y yi
r2i
8>><
>: ð3Þ
Since the functional forms for Eqs. (2) and (3) are similar,
the forces due to sources can be similarly obtained as for
vortices.
Now consider body-generated ﬂow. For a body rotating at
an angular speed X (positive if counterclockwise) around point
(xo,yo) which translates in addition at velocity (U,V) in a ﬂow
already with a free stream velocity V1, the ﬂow potential and
stream function due to body translation and rotation may be
decomposed as
/b ¼ U/U þ V/V þ X/X
wb ¼ UwU þ VwV þ XwX

ð4Þ
where /U, /V, /X and wU, wV, wX are the so-called normalized
potentials and stream functions, generated by body translatingand rotating at unitary speed. The forces due to this will be
related to added mass effects.
2.2. Momentum approach for force analysis and force formula
related to singularity velocity
Now we use a momentum balance approach, based on the con-
trol volumes (vertical control volume and horizontal control
volume) deﬁned in Fig. 1, to study the forces. In the ﬁgure,
FV means free vortex, SV means starting vortex. The use of
two types of control volumes, for lift L and drag D, is to
remove mathematical singularity manipulation in deriving
force formulas.
We assume the boundaries of the control volumes to be far
enough away from the body and singularities, so that the
momentum balance approach used here is linear and therefore
the contributions by various singularities (when the body is
regarded ﬁxed) and by body-generated ﬂow (when the body
is accelerating and rotating) can be decomposed.
2.2.1. Forces due to vortices
For lift, we use the vertical control volume for momentum bal-
ance. The body is subjected to a lift force (Lv), due to vortices,
so that the ﬂuid in the control volume is subjected to a force of
equal magnitude but with an opposite direction. This force is
balanced by the momentum ﬂux across the left and right
boundaries (x= X1, x= X2) and the time variation of the
momentum inside the control volume excluding the body,
hence
Lv¼ q
X
i
Z
x¼x1
V1v
ðiÞdyq
X
i
Z
x¼x2
V1v
ðiÞdy
X
i
dmðiÞy
dt
þLav
ð5Þ
The last two terms on the right hand side represent the
momentum change in the control volume excluding the region
occupied by the body. Hence if dmðiÞy =dt is deﬁned for the
whole space in the control volume, i.e.,
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dt
¼ d
dt
Z X2
X1
Z 1
1
qvðiÞdydx
then, Lav represents the momentum variation rate of the
ﬁctitious ﬂuid inside the body. The speciﬁc role of Lav will
be further discussed in the end of this subsection.
To ﬁnd the explicit form of the integrals involved in Eq. (5),
we use the identityZ 1
1
c1
c22 þ ðy c3Þ2
dy ¼ pc1jc2j
which holds for any set of constants c1, c2, c3 independent of y.
Hence
q
R1
1 V1v
ðiÞ
X1
dy ¼ qV1Ci
2
X1  xi
jX1  xij ¼ 
1
2
qV1Ci
q
R1
1 V1v
ðiÞ
X2
dy ¼ qV1Ci
2
X2  xi
jX2  xij ¼
1
2
qV1Ci
d
dt
Z X2
X1
Z 1
1
qvðiÞdydx
¼ q 1
2p
d
dt
Ci
Z xi
X1
pðx xiÞ
jx xij þ Ci
Z X2
xi
pðx xiÞ
jx xij
 
dx
¼ q 1
2p
d
dt
ðpðxi  X1ÞCi þ pðX2  xiÞCiÞ
¼ qCi dðCixiÞ
dt
þ q 1
2p
ðpðX2 þ X1ÞÞ dCi
dt
8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:
Inserting these formulas into Eq. (5), we get
Lv ¼ q
X
i
V1Ci  dðCixiÞ
dt
 
þ Lav  1
2
ðX2 þ X1Þq
X
i
dCi
dt
The last term on the right hand side has the factor X2 + X1
which is frame-dependent. If this term does not vanish, we
would have a force whose magnitude depends on the choice
of the frame. Thanks to Eq. (1) the last term on the right hand
side vanishes so that the lift force is given by
Lv ¼ q
X
i
V1Ci  dðCixiÞ
dt
 
þ Lav ð6Þ
Similarly, by using the horizontal control volume, we
obtain the drag force formula
Dv ¼ q
X
i
dðCiyiÞ
dt
þDav ð7Þ
where Dav represents the change of x-momentum inside the
body. Note that, if we use the vertical control volume for drag,
then we may have singularity in manipulating integrals. This is
the reason to use two different control volumes for lift and drag.
2.2.2. Forces due to sources
Comparing Eq. (3) to Eq. (2), it is obvious that the functional
form of the velocity components u and v due to a point source
is the same as that of v and u for a point vortex. Hence we
can use the results of vortices and directly write down the force
formulas for point sources as
Lst ¼ q
X
i
dðmiyiÞ
dt
þ Las
Dst ¼ q
X
i
dðmixiÞ
dt
þDas
8>><
>>:
ð8Þ
where Las and Das represent the momentum change inside the
body due to sources.2.2.3. Momentum change inside the body
Now consider the momentum changes inside the body due to
vortices (Lav,Dav) and sources (Las,Das). With La = Lav + Las
and Da = Dav + Das, we may write
La ¼
X
i
d
dt
Z Z
A
qvdydx
Da ¼
X
i
d
dt
Z Z
A
qudydx
8>><
>>:
ð9Þ
with the body ﬁxed since the role due to accelerating transla-
tion and rotation will be treated separately below. In Appendix
A, we will prove that
La ¼ 0
Da ¼ 0

ð10Þ2.2.4. Body acceleration and rotation, added mass effect
The forces (Ladd,Dadd) due to body acceleration and rotation
have been well studied in the past using either the kinetic
energy method (cf. Lamb28) or the unsteady Blasius equation
(cf. Wu et al.27), and have been shown as
Ladd ¼  ddt ðUAuu þ VAuv þ XAuXÞ
Dadd ¼  ddt ðUAuv þ VBvv þ XBvXÞ
(
ð11Þ
where Auu, Auv, AuX and Buu, Buv, BuX are added mass coefﬁ-
cients. The general method for computing added mass coefﬁ-
cients can be found in the works of Lamb28 and Landweber
and Chwang.29
2.2.5. Summary
Summing the force components deﬁned in Eqs. (6)–(8) and
(10), we obtain the lift and drag forces as
L ¼ q
X
i
V1Ci  dðCixiÞ
dt
 
þ q
X
i
dðmiyiÞ
dt
þ Ladd
D ¼ q
X
i
dðCiyiÞ
dt
þ q
X
i
dðmixiÞ
dt
þDadd
8>><
>>:
ð12Þ
Here the sum
P
i is performed over all the inner and outer
singularities.
The force formulas deﬁned by Eq. (12) (singularity velocity
method) are rather general, including the contributions from
both the inner and outer singularities. The way to express
the forces and the way to obtain these formulas are new. In
the case that Ci is constant and the body is ﬁxed, the force for-
mulas (12) can be simpliﬁed as
L ¼ 
X
i
q V1  dxi
dt
 
Ci
D ¼ 
X
i
q
dyi
dt
Ci
8>><
>>:
ð13Þ
In the special case that the outside vortices, for instance the
starting vortices, move at a freestream speed V1 and the inter-
nal vortices are ﬁxed, as in the case of steady ﬂow, we recover
the classical Kutta–Joukowski theorem from Eq. (13):
L ¼ qV1Cb
D ¼ 0

Here Cb ¼
P
inCi with
P
in referring to summation over all the
vortices inside the body.
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velocities
In Eq. (12), the forces are related to the speeds of the singular-
ities. Now we ﬁrst replace the speeds of the free singularities by
induced velocities and then perform analysis of the interaction
between various singularities to derive force formulas in terms
of induced velocities so that we can do force decomposition.
For convenience, we use the condition (1) to make the term
qPiV1Ci in Eq. (12) disappear and split the right hand side
of Eq. (12) into the following form
L ¼ q
X
j;ou
dxj
dt
Cj þ q
X
j;ou
dyj
dt
mj þ Lr
D ¼ q
X
j;ou
dyj
dt
Cj þ q
X
j;ou
dxj
dt
mj þDr
8>>><
>>:
ð14Þ
where
Lr ¼ q
X
k;in
dðxkCkÞ
dt
þ dðmkykÞ
dt
 
þq
X
j;ou
xj
dCj
dt
þ yj
dmj
dt
 
þ Ladd
Dr ¼ q
X
k;in
dðykCkÞ
dt
 dðmkxkÞ
dt
 
q
X
j;ou
yj
dCj
dt
 xj dmj
dt
 
þDadd
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
ð15Þ
The symbol
P
j;ou means summation over all the vortices
and sources outside and on the surface of the body, whileP
k;in means summation over those inside the body.
The velocity (dxj/dt,dyj/dt) for the motion of any free sin-
gularity involved in Eq. (14) is due to free-stream convection
and induction by all the inner and outer singularities except
itself, i.e.,
dxj
dt
¼ V1 
X
k;in
ðCkYjk mkXjkÞ

X
l;l–j;ou
ðClYjl mlXjlÞ
dyj
dt
¼
X
k;in
ðCkXjk mkYjkÞ
þ
X
l;–j;ou
ðClXjl mlYjlÞ
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
where Xjk, Yjk are deﬁned by
Xjk ¼ xj  xk
2pd2lj
Yjk ¼
yj  yk
2pd2jk
8><
>:
with d2jk ¼ ðxj  xkÞ2 þ ðyj  ykÞ2. Inserting the expressions for
(dxj/dt,dyj/dt) into Eq. (14), we may write the resulted force
formulas as
L ¼ Lb þ Lif þ Lff þ Lt þ Lp þ Ladd
D ¼ Db þDif þDff þDt þDp þDadd

ð16Þwhere the various components on the right hand sides have their
own physical meanings, which are given and discussed below.
(1) The component (Lb,Db) is
Lb ¼ qV1
X
j;ou
Cj
Db ¼ 0
8<
:
Since Pj;ouCj is equal to the total circulation Cb of the
bound vortices, we have Lb = qV1Cb and Db = 0. This is
just the basic force (bound vortex force) given by the
Kutta–Joukowski theorem.
(2) The force (Lif,Dif) deﬁned as
Lif ¼ q
X
j;ou
Ck
X
k;in
ðCkYjk mkXjkÞCj

X
k;in
ðCkXjk þmkYjkÞmj
Dif ¼ q
X
j;ou
X
k;in
ðCkXjk þmkYjkÞCðfÞj
þ
X
k;in
ðCkYjk mkXjkÞmj
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
is due to the interaction between the inner and outer singular-
ities. Putting those terms with the common factor Ck (and sim-
ilarly mk) together and then exchanging the order of the double
sum, i.e.,
Lif ¼ q
X
k;in
Ck
X
j;ou
ðYjkCj  XjkmjÞ
þq
X
k;in
mk
X
j;ou
ðXjkCj þ YjkmjÞ
Dif ¼ q
X
k;in
Ck
X
j;ou
ðXjkCj þ YjkmjÞ
q
X
k;in
mk
X
j;ou
YjkC
ðfÞ
j  Xjkmj
 
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
we obtain
Lif ¼ q
X
k;in
ukCk  q
X
k;in
mkvk
Dif ¼ q
X
k;in
vkCk  q
X
k;in
ukmk
8><
>: ð17Þ
where (uk,vk), deﬁned as
uk ¼
X
j;ou
ðYjkCj  XjkmjÞ
vk ¼ 
X
j;ou
ðXjkCj þ YjkmjÞ
8><
>: ð18Þ
is the induced velocity at the location of the inner singularity
(k), that is, the ﬂuid velocity induced by all the outside
singularities.
(3) The force (Lff,Dff), deﬁned as
Lff ¼ q
X
j;ou
X
l;l–j;ou
ðClYjl mlXjlÞðmj  CjÞ
Dff ¼ q
X
j;ou
X
l;l–j;ou
ðClXjl þmlYjlÞðmj þ CjÞ
8><
>:
is due to the mutual interaction between the free singularities.
It can be checked that the contributions to this force by each
pair of j, l with j „ l mutually cancel and thus
Lff ¼ Dff ¼ 0
1042 C. Bai et al.Hence the mutual interaction between the free singularities
does not contribute to forces. Note that Wang and Wu30 found
this property for interaction between vortex rings when they
studied lift forces for ﬂapping ﬂight.
(4) The force component (Lt,Dt) deﬁned as
Lt ¼ q
X
k;in
dðxiCiÞ
dt
 dðykmkÞ
dt
 
Dt ¼ q
X
k;in
dðykCkÞ
dt
þ dðxkmkÞ
dt
 
8>><
>>>:
is due to the motion and production of strengths of the inner
singularities.
(5) The force component (Lp,Dp) deﬁned as
Lp ¼ q
X
j;ou
xj
dCj
dt
 yj
dmj
dt
 
Dp ¼ q
X
j;ou
yj
dCj
dt
þ xj dmj
dt
 
8>><
>>:
ð19Þ
is due to the production of vortices and sources outside the
body. If there is no vortex production, then
dCðfÞj
dt
¼ 0
for each free vortex and Lp = Dp = 0.
(6) In the above derivation, doublets have not been consid-
ered and can be regarded as being grouped into vortices,
since each doublet can be represented by a vortex pair.
Now we make the force contribution due to possible
doublets (inside the body) in an explicit form. As shown
in the work of Thomson,21 each doublet of strength li
and at position (xi,yi) can be considered as a vortex pair
of strength«Ci at (xi,yi ± e) with eﬁ 0 and 2eCi= li.
Applying Eq. (17) to the corresponding vortex pairs
yields, for eﬁ 0, a force component (Ll,Dl) of the fol-
lowing form
Ll ¼ q
XId
i¼1
@u
ðlÞ
i
@y
2eCðlÞi
Dl ¼ q
XId
i¼1
@v
ðlÞ
i
@y
2eCðlÞi
8>><
>>>:orLl ¼ q
X
i;in
@ui
@y
li
Dl ¼ q
X
i;in
@vi
@y
li
8>><
>>:The various force components above will be put in a com-
pact form in the next section. Before doing this we would like
to remark that the above analysis appears to have given a way
to interpret the physical origin of each force component. This
is not seen elsewhere according to the knowledge of the present
authors. The force due to vortex production will be further
discussed in Section 2.5.2.4. Summary of the force formulas based on induced velocity
and multibody extension
Now assume there are vortices (not representing doublets
now), sources, and doublets inside the body, and outside the
body there are a number of free vortices and sources. Inserting
the force components deﬁned in items (1)–(6) of Section 2.3
into Eq. (16), we obtain the ﬁnal force formulas below,
L ¼ qV1Cb þ Lind þ Lt þ Lp þ Ladd
D ¼ Dind þDt þDp þDadd

ð20Þ
Here (Lind,Dind), deﬁned as
Lind ¼ 
X
i;in
quiCi 
X
i;in
qvimi þ q
X
i;in
@ui
@y
li
Dind ¼
X
i;in
qviCi 
X
i;in
quimi  q
X
i;in
@vi
@y
li
8>><
>>:
ð21Þ
is due to the induced velocity effect at the locations of the inner
singularities, and (ui,vi), deﬁnedbyEq. (18) and rewritten here as
ui ¼
X
j;ou
Cjðyi  yjÞ
2pd2ji
þmjðxi  xjÞ
2pd2ji
 !
vi ¼
X
j;ou
Cjðxi  xjÞ
2pd2ji
þmjðyi  yjÞ
2pd2ji
 !
8>>><
>>>:
ð22Þ
denotes the ﬂuid velocities induced at the locations of the inner
singularities by all the outside singularities, not including
induction by other inner singularities. The force component
(Lt,Dt), due to motion and production of the inner singulari-
ties, is given by
Lt ¼ q
X
i;in
dðxiCiÞ
dt
 dðyimiÞ
dt
 
Dt ¼ q
X
i;in
dðyiCiÞ
dt
þ dðximiÞ
dt
 
8>><
>>:
ð23Þ
Finally the component (Lp,Dp), deﬁned by Eq. (19), is due
to production of the singularities outside (and on) the body
and will be further discussed in Section 2.5, where we will show
that only those vortices in production on the surface of the
body will contribute to forces.
Now we extend the force Eq. (20) to the case of multiple
bodies. Consider, for the case of multiple bodies (namely Body
B1,B2, . . . . . .), the force formulas for Body B1 with contours
@B1. Note that the introduction of Bodies B1, B2,    into the
ﬂow ﬁeld around Body B1 will induce a perturbation (called
body-induced velocity) of the ﬂow ﬁeld in the same way as free
singularities. Moreover, the body-induced velocity, due to any
outside body, will be the same if this outside body is replaced
(or represented) by a number of equivalent singularities (bound
and image sources and vortices). These equivalent singularities
are bounded to that body and cannot be regarded as free ones.
The force Eq. (20) have been obtained for a single body
without using pressure integration. If a pressure p is used to
integrate the force, as
L ¼ H
@B1
pdx
D ¼  H
@B1
pdy
(
we of course should have the same forces as given by Eq. (20).
Now remark that the forces in the form of Eq. (20) only depend
Generalized Kutta–Joukowski theorem for multi-vortex and multi-airfoil ﬂow 1043on the induced velocities inside the body and the motion and
production of singularities inside and on the body (the vorticity
of a vortex conserves once it is in the ﬂow, see Section 2.5) and
that the ﬂow pattern (such as induced velocity and their deriv-
atives) inside the body is the same nomatter whether the outside
singularities are free ones or equivalent ones (representing out-
side bodies). We thus have the same force formulas as given by
Eq. (20) when there are outside bodies, provided the ﬂow
induced by the outside bodies be regarded as induced by
equivalent singularities representing the outside bodies.
Thus, following Eq. (20), the force formulas for Body B1
can be written as
LB1 ¼ qV1CðB1Þb þ LðB1Þind þ LðB1Þt þ LðB1Þp þ LðB1Þadd
DB1 ¼ DðB1Þind þDðB1Þt þDðB1Þp þDðB1Þadd
(
ð24Þ
where CðB1Þb is the circulation around Body B1,
L
ðB1Þ
ind ¼ 
X
i;B1
quiCi 
X
i;B1
qvimi þ q
X
i;B1
@ui
@y
li
D
ðB1Þ
ind ¼
X
i;B1
qviCi 
X
i;B1
quimi þ q
X
i;B1
@ui
@x
li
8>><
>>:
are the induced velocity effects with summation performed
over all the singularities inside Body B1, and (ui,vi) is the
velocity at (xi,yi) (positions of the singularities inside Body
B1) induced by all the outside singularities and bodies. The
unsteady term L
ðB1Þ
t ; D
ðB1Þ
t
 
, now deﬁned by
L
ðB1Þ
t ¼ q
X
i;B1
dðxiCiÞ
dt
 dðyimiÞ
dt
 
D
ðB1Þ
t ¼ q
X
i;B1
dðyiCiÞ
dt
þ dðximiÞ
dt
 
8>><
>>:
is due to the motion and production of the singularities inside
Body B1. Finally, the force component L
ðB1Þ
p ; D
ðB1Þ
p
 
is due to
the vortex production (at for instance geometric singularities)
on the surface of Body B1 and will be further discussed in
Section 2.5.
The force formulas for bodies B1,B2, . . . can be similarly
deﬁned.
Compared to the work of Wu et al.,27 where the force for-
mula has been obtained directly through the unsteady Blasius
equation (suitable only for irrotational ﬂow so that it does not
apply to the case when vortices are produced on the surface of
the body), the force Eqs. (20) and (24) based on the induced
velocity method are more general since here we have included
the role of bound vortices and vortex production. Moreover,
the induced velocity in the force formula of Wu et al.27 is
due to all the singularities (including the inner ones) while here
this induced velocity is only due to outside singularities (and
bodies). The multibody force Eq. (24) will be checked using
the two-cylinder example of Crowdy11 in the next section.
2.5. Force due to vortex production
Now we consider the force component (Lp,Dp), deﬁned by Eq.
(19) and due to production of singularities outside the body.
Here we derive an explicit form for this force, which is
frame-independent and convenient for identifying the role of
vortex production.Due to the Kelvin theorem of conservation of circulation,
we have dCj/dt= 0 once a vortex (j) is produced and is moving
freely outside the body. Hence only those just in production
remain on the surface of the body. Generally, vortices are pro-
duced at some geometric singularities, such as the trailing edge
of a body. Here we do not consider source production outside
the body. Then by Eq. (19), we may write
Lp ¼ q
X
s
xs
dCs
dt
Dp ¼ q
X
s
ys
dCs
dt
8>><
>>:
ð25Þ
Here the summation is performed over the points on the sur-
face of the bodywherewe have vortex production at rate dCs/ dt.
For multibody problems, the force components
LðB1Þp ; D
ðB1Þ
p
 
due to the vortex production on the surface of
Body B1 are computed as
LðB1Þp ¼ q
X
s;B1
xs
dCs
dt
DðB1Þp ¼ q
X
s;B1
ys
dCs
dt
8>><
>>:
ð26Þ
The force due to vortex formation, in the form of Eq. (25),
is strange due to the dependence on the position xs and ys. This
would mean that the magnitude of the force depends on the
choice of the reference frame. This is in fact not so since in real
problems the vortices are always produced in pairs due to con-
servation of vorticity. This means that the production of one
vortex of circulation Cn at some location (xn,yn) (which may
be some point near the trailing edge of an airfoil) is the conse-
quence of the production of another vortex of circulation Cn
at point ð~xn; ~ynÞ (which may be a point inside the body close to
the trailing edge) close to (xn,yn). The y momentum due to this
vortex pair is
myðtÞ ¼
X
n
Z X2
X1
Z 1
1
qvðnÞdydx
¼
X
k
q
Cn
2
ðX1 þ X2  2xnÞ  Cn
2
ðX1 þ X2  2x^nÞ
 
or
myðtÞ ¼
X
n
qCnðx^n  xnÞ
Hence the force due to this production is
Lp ¼ 
X
n
q
dCn
dt
ðx^n  xnÞ
Dp ¼
X
n
q
dCn
dt
ð~yn  ynÞ
8>><
>>:
ð27Þ
Hence the magnitude of the force due to vortex production
is frame-independent. The way to treat vortex production out-
side the body in the way of Eqs. (25) or (27) is very convenient.
In the next section we will use the example of the Karman vor-
tex street to demonstrate the usefulness of Eq. (27). Perhaps
the writing of the force due to production in the form of Eq.
(26) is the only possible way to have force decomposition for
multibody ﬂow with vortex production.
3. Validation study
The application of the force formulas given in Section 2 relies
on the knowledge of strengths, locations, and speeds of
1044 C. Bai et al.singularities, including equivalent singularities representing
outside bodies. Once these ﬂow structures are known, the force
formulas presented in Section 2 can be used to obtain the forces
or identify the role of each ﬂow structure. In this section, we
give several examples, for which the ﬂow structures are assumed
or can be obtained analytically, to demonstrate the application
of the force formulas. In Section 3.1, we apply the induced
velocity method to circular cylinders for validating the induce
velocity method using Eq. (20), and notably the multibody
force Eq. (24). For circular cylinders, distribution of singulari-
ties can be determined by the method of images. In Section 3.2,
we consider the drag for the Karman vortex street, which
involves vortex production so that we may use it to check the
force Eq. (27). This problem involves an inﬁnite number of dis-
crete vortices with an assumed pattern independent of the shape
of the body. Hence for the part of drag other than the vortex
production drag, we can not apply the induced velocity Eq.
(20). Instead, we have to use the singularity velocity Eq. (12).
3.1. Problems of circular cylinders
Here we ﬁrst simplify the induced velocity method for the case
of circular cylinders, and then apply the results to study one
cylinder with a pair of outside standing vortices and a source
doublet as well as two circular cylinders with given circulation.
Both of the problems have known solutions so they are used to
validate the present force formulas.
3.1.1. Simpliﬁed force formula for a circular cylinder
For each vortex j of circulation CðfÞj outside a circular cylinder,
there is one image vortex of circulation CðoÞj ¼ CðfÞj at the origin,
and one of circulation CðmÞj ¼ CðfÞj at the inverse point
x
ðmÞ
j ; y
ðmÞ
j
 
. An outside source doublet at x
ðrÞ
j ; y
ðrÞ
j
 
and with
strength rj has an image doublet of strength
rðmÞj ¼
a2
f2j
rj
at its inverse point, where fj is the distance of the outside dou-
blet to the body center. The force Eq. (20) applied here yields
the following force decomposition
L ¼ LB þ Lb þ Lo þ Lm þ Ll þ Lf þ Ln
D ¼ DB þDb þDo þDm þDl þDf þDn

with
LB ¼ qV1Cb; DB ¼ 0
Lb ¼ q
X
i;in
u^iC
ðbÞ
i ; Db ¼ q
X
i;in
v^iC
ðbÞ
i
Lo ¼ q
X
i;in
u^iC
ðoÞ
i ; Do ¼ q
XJ
l¼1
v^iC
ðoÞ
i
Lm ¼ q
X
i;in
u^lC
ðmÞ
l ; Dm ¼ q
X
i;in
v^lC
ðmÞ
l
Ll ¼ q
X
i;in
@ui
@y
li; Dl ¼ q
X
i;in
@vi
@y
li
Lr ¼ q
X
j;ou
@uj
@y
a2rj
f2j
; Dr ¼ q
X
j;ou
@vj
@y
a2rj
f2j
Lf ¼ 0; Df ¼ 0
8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
ð28Þ
Here the subscripts B, b, o, m, l, r, f are used to distinguish
the force contributions from various origins as they are clear
below:The component (LB,DB) is the basic bound vortex force,
and the components (Lb,Db), (Lo,Do), and (Lm,Dm) are due
to the induced velocities at the locations of bound vortices,
the image vortices at the body center, and the image vortices
at the inverse point, respectively.
The component (Ll,Dl) is due to the induced velocity gra-
dient at the locations of inner real doublets and the component
(Lr,Dr) is due to the images (at the inverse point) of the out-
side doublets.
The velocity ðu^i; v^iÞ is the induced ﬂuid velocity (induced by
all the outside vortices and source doublets) relative to the
speed of the internal singularity (i). Finally, the component
(Ln,Dn) with
Ln ¼ 
X
n
q
dCn
dt
ðx^n  xnÞ; Dn ¼
X
n
q
dCn
dt
ðy^n  ynÞ
is due to vortex production, in which (xn,yn) and ðx^n; y^nÞ
denote the positions of the vortex pair with circulation
production.
3.1.2. Standing vortex pair behind a circular cylinder
It is well known that at moderate Reynolds numbers, the ﬂow
around a circular cylinder involves two standing, oppositely
rotating vortices behind the cylinder. An inviscid model for
this consists of two equal and opposite point vortices of circu-
lations C> 0 and C< 0 standing symmetrically behind the
cylinder,12,21 at the positions x+ = (rfcoshf, rf sinhf) and
x= (rfcoshf,rf sinhf), respectively.
The image vortices at the inverse points are respectively at
x
ðmÞ
þ ¼
a2
rf
cos hf;
a2
rf
sin hf
 
and xðmÞ ¼
a2
rf
cos hf; a
2
rf
sin hf
 
.
On the Foppl line (see for instance Saffman12) deﬁned by
r2f  a2
 2
¼ 4r4f sin2 hf or 4r4f  r2f  a2
 2
¼ 4r4f cos2 hf, the
two vortices, though under a convection by the stream ﬂow
and under an induction by the vortices (including images) and
a source doublet of strength l = 2pa2V1, remain stationary
if the circulation is given by
C ¼ C; C ¼ 4pV1rf sin hf 1 a
4
r4f
 !
It is well known that, for this case, the drag vanishes either
by a direct calculation of pressure on the cylinder or by consid-
ering the vortex pair as a source doublet at a far enough
distance.12 Now we will check if we recover this conclusion
by the force formula in terms of the induced velocity. The
induced velocities v
ðmÞ
þ and vðmÞ at the two inverse points as well
as the induced velocity v(o) and its derivative
@vðoÞ
@y
at the center
of the cylinder are found to be
v
ðmÞ
þ ¼
a2V1 sinð2hfÞ
r2f
; vðmÞ ¼ 
a2V1 sinð2hfÞ
r2f
vðoÞ ¼ 0; @v
ðoÞ
@y
¼ C
p
sin 2hf
r2f
0
BBB@
The drag force due to the induced velocities at the two
image points is, due to the force relation in Eq. (28),
Dm ¼ qCðmÞþ vðmÞþ þ qCðmÞ vðmÞ ¼
2qCa2V1 sinð2hfÞ
r2f
Generalized Kutta–Joukowski theorem for multi-vortex and multi-airfoil ﬂow 1045and the drag due to the doublet at the body center is, accord-
ing to the ﬁfth relation in Eq. (28),
Dl ¼ ql @v
ðoÞð0; 0Þ
@y
¼  2a
2qV1C sin 2hf
r2f
Hence Dm cancels Dl, and the total drag obtained by the
present method vanishes.
3.1.3. A doublet outside a circular cylinder
Consider a doublet of strength r at y= f, and then the velocity
induced by this doublet on the line x= 0 is uðlÞð0; yÞ ¼
r
2pðf yÞ2 so that its derivatives at the center and the inverse
point are
@uðlÞ
@y
ð0; 0Þ ¼ r
pf3
;
@uðrÞ
@y
ð0; ymÞ ¼
r
pðf a2=fÞ3
According to the ﬁfth and sixth relations in Eq. (28), if
there is a doublet of strength l at the center of the cylinder,
there is a lift force given by
Ll ¼ q @u
ðlÞ
@y
ð0; 0Þl ¼ q rl
pf3
and if there is an outside doublet, there is a lift due to the
image of this doublet
Lr ¼ q @u
ðrÞ
@y
ð0; ymÞ
ra2
f2
¼ qa
2f
pðf2  a2Þ3
r2
The latter is the same as that given by the Blasius theorem
or by the Lagally theorem (cf. Milne-Thomson21). This is a
force which points to the doublet.
3.1.4. Two circular cylinders with circulation
Crowdy11 gave a general theory to ﬁnd the ﬂow potential for
the calculation of lift for a ﬁnite number of staggered cylinders
with bound vortices. Note that Crowdy did not give force
formulas for each individual cylinder. The forces are obtained
using the Blasius equation once the ﬂow potential is obtained.
Here we apply Eq. (28) to obtain the lift for his example of
two vertically aligned cylinders (see Fig. 2), both of radius
a= 1/2 and given circulation C1 = C2 = C (C= 5,2,0),
immersed in a uniform stream V1= 1 and placed with a
distance hP 1 between their centers. The bound vortexFig. 2 Staggered two cylinder problem of Crowdy.11associated with one cylinder has an image pair of two coun-
ter-rotating vortices in the other, at the center and the inverse
point respectively. An image pair in one cylinder also has two
counter-rotating image vortices in the corresponding inverse
points of the other cylinder plus two canceling images at the
center of the other cylinder that cancel. Thus in each cylinder,
there are an inﬁnite number of such inverse points, with coun-
ter-rotating vortices of equal strength between any two adja-
cent inverse points, with a distance becoming closer for
newer generated images. If, for the ith cylinder, the distance
of the kth inverse point to the center of this cylinder is denoted
as h
ðiÞ
k , then
h
ðiÞ
1 h¼ a2; and hðiÞk h
a2
hhðiÞk1
 !
¼ a2 for k> 1 ð29Þ
For an exact solution with Eq. (28), we have to work with
such an inﬁnite number of inverse points. Here we instead use
an approximate method based on the remark that the inverse
points in each cylinder are distributed in a narrow region.
To see this, let h
ðiÞ
k ¼ gðiÞ for kﬁ1, and then by Eq. (29) we
have gðiÞ h a
2
h gðiÞ
 
¼ a2, which can be solved to give
gðiÞ ¼ 1
2
h
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h2  4a2
p 
ð30Þ
and one can verify that a2=h < h
ðiÞ
k < g
ðiÞ for k> 1. It can be
further veriﬁed that the region between y= a2/h and y= g(i)
is very narrow even for h close to 1.
Hence within the framework of an approximate solution we
may merge all the inverse points into an equivalent one, with a
distance hðiÞe to the center of the corresponding cylinder satisfy-
ing a2=h < hðiÞe < g
ðiÞ. Moreover, since these inverse points are
denser close to y= g(i), we just set hðiÞe ¼ a2=h. With a ¼
1
2
,
we have hðiÞe ¼ he ¼ 0:52=h. Let hee be the distance between
the equivalent inverse points of the two cylinders and heo be
the distance between the equivalent inverse point of one cylin-
der to the center of the other. Then
hee ¼ h 2he; heo ¼ h he
With the approximation of equivalent inverse points and
considering the conservation of circulation, the vortex system
in each cylinder can be simpliﬁed in the following way.
For the 1st cylinder, there is one given bound vortex of cir-
culation CðbÞ1 ¼ C1 and one image vortex of circulation
CðoÞ1 ¼ C2 at the center of this cylinder, plus one equivalent
image vortex of circulation CðmÞ1 ¼ C2 at the equivalent
inverse point y ¼ hðiÞe . For the 2nd cylinder, this can be simi-
larly deﬁned. Moreover, each cylinder has a doublet of
strength l1 ¼ l2 ¼ l ¼ 2pa2V1 ¼
p
2
. There are also an inﬁnite
number of image doublets at the inverse points. When the
equivalent inverse point is applied to the doublet, the strength
of the doublet at this inverse point is
lðeÞ1 ¼ lðeÞ2 ¼ lðeÞ  la2=h2eo.
The velocities induced at the centers and the equivalent
inverse points of the 1st and 2nd cylinders by the bound and
image vortices and doublets of the 2nd and 1st cylinders are thus
Fig. 4 Control volume for the Karman vortex street problem (a
cutline x= xd separates the ﬂow regime into an upstream part and
a downstream Part D).
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ðoÞ
1 ¼ uðoÞ2 ¼
2C
2ph
þ C
2pheo
þ l
2ph2
þ l
ðeÞ
2ph2eo
u
ðmÞ
1 ¼ uðmÞ2 ¼
2C
2pheo
þ C
2phee
þ l
2ph2eo
þ l
ðeÞ
2ph2ee
8>><
>>:
The derivatives of the corresponding induced velocities are
@u
ðlÞ
1
@y
¼  @u
ðlÞ
2
@y
¼ 2C
2ph2
þ C
2ph2eo
þ l
ph3
þ l
ðeÞ
ph3eo
@u
ðrÞ
1
@y
¼  @u
ðrÞ
2
@y
¼ 2C
2ph2eo
þ C
2ph2ee
þ l
ph3eo
þ l
ðeÞ
ph3ee
8>><
>>:
According to Eq. (28), the force formula for the lower
airfoil is Lð1Þ ¼ Lð1ÞB þ Lð1Þb þ Lð1Þo þ Lð1Þm þ Lð1Þl with Lð1ÞB ¼
qV1C1; Lð1Þb ¼quðoÞ1 C1; Lð1Þo ¼quðoÞ1 CðoÞ2 ; Lð1Þm ¼quðmÞ1 CðmÞ2 ;
Lð1Þl ¼ q
@u
ðlÞ
1
@y
l1, and L
ð1Þ
r ¼ q
@u
ðrÞ
1
@y
lðeÞ.
With q= V1= 1, C1 ¼ CðoÞ2 ¼ CðmÞ2 ¼ C, and l1 ¼ l ¼
1
2
p, we have
Lð1Þ ¼ C 2uðoÞ1 Cþ uðmÞ1 Cþ
@u
ðlÞ
1
@y
lþ @u
ðrÞ
1
@y
lðeÞ
where the induced velocities u
ðoÞ
1 ; u
ðoÞ
1 and their derivatives
@u
ðlÞ
1 =@y; @u
ðrÞ
1 =@y have been given above. Similarly for the
upper airfoil:
Lð2Þ ¼ C 2uðoÞ2 Cþ uðmÞ2 Cþ
@u
ðlÞ
2
@y
lþ @u
ðrÞ
2
@y
lðeÞ
The results, compared to those of Crowdy,11 are displayed
in Fig. 3. We remark that the agreement is acceptable even
when h is short and despite the use of an equivalent inverse
point to merge all the inverse points. The short distance behav-
ior, that is, there is an attraction force when the cylinders are
close, has been discussed by Crowdy. Here it is found that this
is due to the inﬂuence of the real and image doublets and the
induced velocity gradient, described by Ll and Lr in Eq. (28).
3.2. Karman vortex street
The problem of the Karman vortex street behind a bluff body
(Fig. 4) is rather special since the shape of the body isFig. 3 Comparison between the present results with those of
Crowdy11 for C= 0 (lower), C= 2 (middle), and C= 5
(upper).unknown. The Karman vortex street is a double row of stag-
gered and counter-rotating vortices of strengths C> 0 and
C< 0 and moving horizontally at speed
V ¼ Cp
a
tanh
pb
a
where b is the vertical separation distance between these two
rows and a is the horizontal separation distance between adja-
cent two vortices in each row (see for instance Milne-Thom-
son21). The period of vortex shedding in each row is thus
s ¼ a
V1  V
Now consider the vortex production force. According to
Eq. (27), the drag averaged over s, due to the shedding of a
new vortex pair separated at a distance ~yn  yn ¼ b, is
Du ¼ q 1s
Z s
0
dCn ~yn  ynð Þdt
dt
¼ q
s
Z s
0
dðCnð~yn  ynÞÞ ¼
qbC
s
When the expressions for V and s are used, we obtain
Du ¼ qbC V1  Vð Þ
a
¼ qbC
a
V1  Cp
a
tanh
pb
a
 
This is the well-known formula for the unsteady part of the
drag, which has been otherwise obtained by the sophisticate
Blasius approach,21 an impulse approach,12 or an integral
approach.20 The way to obtain this force using the present
approach Eq. (27) appears to be much easier. This allows us
to validate the vortex production force formula.
Remark also that, apart from the drag component Du due
to shedding of new vortices, there is also another component
Ds due to quasi steady ﬂow formed by two rows of periodically
counter-rotating vortices spreading inﬁnitely into the down-
stream direction. No existing force formula, including the pres-
ent Eq. (12), can be directly applied to this case. One then
needs to construct a special downstream boundary and relates
this component of drag to the momentum ﬂux across this
boundary. For details, see the works of Milne-Thomson,21
Saffman,12 and Howe,20 in which different ways for setting
the downstream boundary are used. Let x= xd be such a
boundary downstream of the body and intersecting the vortex
street in its uniform region. Let (uk,vk) be the induced velocity
by the vortex street. Then, in Appendix B, we shall prove that
the use of Eq. (12) leads to
Ds ¼ 1
2
q
Z
x¼xd
u2k  v2k
	 

dy ð31Þ
which is exactly the same as that obtained by Howe20 through
an integral approach. Howe then shows that Eq. (31) yields
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2
2a2
a
p
 b tanh pb
a
 
The total drag D= Du+ Ds is thus
D ¼ qbCðV1  VÞ
a
þ C
2
2a2
a
p
 b tanh pb
a
 4. Discussion and conclusions
Starting from a momentum balance analysis based on suitably
designed control volumes which are different for lift and drag
to remove mathematical difﬁculties, and proceeding with inter-
change between the singularity velocity and the induced ﬂow
velocity, we have obtained force formulas for single and mul-
tibody ﬂows with multiple free and bound vortices and vortex
production. The inﬂuence on the force by vortex production is
treated in a simple, explicit, and frame-independent way, suit-
able for identifying the role of vortex production (see
Section 2.5).
The present work is new for three reasons. Firstly, it covers
the work of Wu et al.27 as a special case, and includes in addi-
tion the effects of bound vortices and vortex production. Sec-
ondly, the way to obtain the force formulas is based on the
interaction of various singularities, and thus is useful for
explicitly interpreting the inﬂuence due to various resources.
For instance, we have shown that the interaction between free
singularities does not contribute to forces, while the induced
velocity effect is due to the interaction between free and inner
singularities (see Section 2.3). Lastly and most importantly, the
force formulas are expressed in a physically arranged and
explicit form which allows for identiﬁcation of roles of differ-
ent contributions and force decomposition.
The force formulas in the form of Eq. (20) (single body) or
Eq. (24) (multibody) can be used in several ways.
Firstly, we may use them to identify or understand the roles
of outside vortices/bodies and vortex production on the forces
of the actual body, since each contribution is made explicit and
the various terms in the formulas are arranged according to
their physical origins. For instance, according to whether the
induced velocity due to an outside source increases or cancels
the local velocity on the actual body, we may identify that
the lift force is increased or reduced, depending on the distance
between the outside source and the body surface. For instance,
for the Crowdy example of two circular cylinders, using the
present induced velocity approach Eq. (24), it is found that
the attraction force when the two cylinders are close is due to
the inﬂuence of the real and image doublets inside each cylinder
and the induced velocity gradient due to another cylinder.
Secondly, we may use the Eqs. (20) or (24) to optimize
arrangement of outside vortices and bodies for force enhance-
ment or reduction if a joint solver can be built for ﬁnding the
ﬂow structure (notably singularity distribution). An optimiza-
tion algorithm can always be adequately designed since the
relation between forces and singularity properties is explicit
in Eqs. (20) or (24).
Finally, we may use the formulas to derive analytical force
formulas once a ﬂow ﬁeld is given or known. For the examples
given in Section 3, we do obtain analytical force formulas with
Eqs. (20), (24), and (27), though some are known from other
theories.The force Eqs. (12), (20), or (24) may be put into integral
forms through the use of the Dirac function, thus applicable
to problems where singularities are continuously distributed.
This, along with further applications including derivation of
force formulas for particular problems, will be considered in
forthcoming works.31,32
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Appendix A. Momentum change inside a ﬁxed body
Now will show that
La¼: d
dt
Z Z
A
qvdydx ¼ 0; Da¼: d
dt
Z Z
A
qudydx ¼ 0 ðA1Þ
when the Body A is considered ﬁxed.
For each vortex or source i inside the body, we deﬁne
an inﬁnitesimal ﬁxed circle of radius rt ,ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx xiÞ2 þ ðy yiÞ2
q
% ¼ e whose center instantaneously
coincides with the vortex. For convenience we use here the sub-
script x, y and t denote the partial differentials with respect to
x, y and t. Let R be the region bounded by the contour of the
Body @A and the circumferences of the circles ri= e. Below
are some additional relations.
Decompose La deﬁned in Eq. (A1) as
La ¼ q d
dt
Z Z
R
vdydxþq
X
i;in
d
dt
Z Z
ri<e
vdydx
Since v= wx and since w is analytical in R, we use the
divergence theorem to writeZ Z
R
vdydx ¼ 
Z Z
R
wxdydx ¼ 
I
@A
wdyþ
X
i;in
I
ri¼e
wdy
Hence,
La ¼  d
dt
I
@A
wdyþ
X
i;in
d
dt
%
I
ri¼e
wdyþ q
X
i;in
d
dt
Z Z
ri<e
vdydx
Consider the last term on the right hand side. Across an ele-
ment of length ridhi at (ri,hi) on the circumference of the circle
ri< e, the loss of momentum due to the movement of the vor-
tex (i) is
dmi ¼ vðiÞðxi;t cos hi þ yi;t sin hiÞridhi
Remark that vðiÞ ¼ Ci cos hi
2pri
and
d
dt
Z Z
ri<e
vdydx¼
X
i;in
Z 2p
0
dmi
¼
X
i;in
Ci
2p
Z 2p
0
coshiðxi;t coshiþyi;t sinhiÞdhi
Hence,X
i;in
d
dt
Z Z
rðiÞ<e
vdydx ¼ 
X
i;in
Ci
2
xi;t
1048 C. Bai et al.If sources can be similarly analyzed. When both vortices
and sources are present we may write
X
i;in
d
dt
Z Z
rðiÞ<e
vdydx ¼ 
X
i;in
Ci
2
xi;t mi
2
yi;t
 
Now consider the second term on the right hand side. First
consider vortices.
wðiÞt ¼ 
@
@t
Ci
2p
ln ri
 
¼  Ci
2pri
ri;t
Let (x,y) be a ﬁxed point on the circle. Differentiating
x  xi = ricoshi and y  yi = ri sinhi with respect to time we
obtain
rihi;t ¼ xi;t sin hi  yi;t cos hi
ri;t¼ xi;t cos hi  yi;t sin hi
(
Remark also that
R 2p
0
cos2 hðiÞdhðiÞ ¼ p and R 2p
0
cos hðiÞ sin
hðiÞdhðiÞ ¼ 0. Thus and similarly we haveI
ri¼e
wi;tdy ¼ 
Ci
2p
Z 2p
0
ri;t cos hidhi ¼ Ci
2
xi;t
Hence,
X
i;in
d
dt
I
ri¼e
wdy ¼
X
i;in
Ci
2
xi;t ðA2Þ
When sources are included, the analysis is similar and we
may write
X
i;in
d
dt
I
ri¼e
wdy ¼
X
i;in
Ci
2
xi;t mi
2
yi;t
 
In summary we have proved:
La ¼  d
dt
I
@A
wdy
Since here the body is assumed stationary so that w is a con-
stant along the body, and thus
H
@A
wdy ¼ 0. This means La = 0.
Similarly we may prove Da = 0.
Appendix B. Additional expressions for the Karman vortex
street
To prove Eq. (31) using the force formula (12), we need a rela-
tion between the velocities of the inner and outer vortices. For
this purpose will deﬁne a large contour @C enclosing the body
and a part of outer vortices. Moreover, for each outer vortex
inside @C, we deﬁne an inﬁnitesimal ﬁxed circle of radius
ri= e whose center instantaneously coincides with the vortex.
Now consider the ﬂuid region F enclosed by @C, @A and K,
where K denote the perimeters of all the ﬁxed circles ri = e.
We derive some integrals along the contours @F .
Since / and w are analytical in F , we may use the diver-
gence theorem and the identity /y ” wx, /x ” wy to writeH
@F
ð/dx wdyÞ ¼  R R
F
ð/y þ wxÞdxdy ¼ 0H
@F
ð/dyþ wdxÞ ¼ R R
F
ð/x  wyÞdxdy ¼ 0
(Hence,H
@A
ðwdy /dxÞ  HKð/dx wdyÞ ¼ H@C wdy /dxð ÞH
@A
wdxþ /dyð Þ þ HK /dyþ wdxð Þ ¼ H@C /dyþ wdxð Þ
(
ðB1Þ
Similarly, for each vortex inside @A, we deﬁne an inﬁnites-
imal ﬁxed circle of radius ri = e whose center instantaneously
coincides with the vortex. Now consider the region R enclosed
by @A and H, where H denote the perimeters of all the ﬁxed
circles ri= e inside @A. Since / and w are analytical inside
the region R, we can apply the divergence theorem to
»oA(wdy  /dx) to writeI
@A
ðwdy /dxÞ 
I
H
ðwdy /dxÞ
¼ R RRð/y þ wxÞdxdy ¼ 0I
@A
ðwdxþ /dyÞ 
I
H
ðwdxþ /dyÞ
¼ R RRð/x  wyÞdxdy ¼ 0
8>>>><
>>>>:
Hence,H
@A
ðwdy /dxÞ ¼ HHðwdy /dxÞH
@A
ðwdxþ /dyÞ ¼ HHðwdxþ /dyÞ
(
With the above relations we may rewrite Eq. (B1) asH
@C
ðwdy /dxÞ ¼ HHðwdy /dxÞ  HKð/dx wdyÞH
@C
ð/dyþ wdxÞ ¼ HHðwdxþ /dyÞ þ HKð/dyþ wdxÞ
(
ðB2Þ
As for Eq. (A2) in Appendix A, we may similarly show that:
H
rðiÞ¼e /tdx ¼ 
H
rðiÞ¼e wtdy ¼ 
Ci
2
dxi
dtH
rðiÞ¼e /tdy ¼
H
rðiÞ¼e wtdx ¼ 
Ci
2
dyi
dt
8><
>:
Inserting these expressions into Eq. (B2), we obtainX
i;in
Ci
dxi
dt
þ
X
i;F
Ci
dxi
dt
¼ d
dt
I
@C
ðwdy /dxÞ

X
i;in
Ci
dyi
dt

X
i;F
Ci
dyi
dt
¼ d
dt
I
@C
ð/dyþ wdxÞ
8>><
>>:
ðB3Þ
where
P
i;in is for vortices inside A and
P
i;F is over vortices
inside F.
The force formula (12) is split here as
L ¼ q
X
i;in
Ci
dxi
dt
þ q
X
i;ou
Ci
dxi
dt
D ¼ q
X
i;in
Ci
dyi
dt
 q
X
i;ou
Ci
dyi
dt
8>><
>>>:
which, when using Eq. (B3) to replace the ﬁrst terms on the
right hand side, yields
L ¼ q d
dt
I
@C
ðwdy /dxÞ  q
X
i;D
Ci
dxi
dt
D ¼ q d
dt
I
@C
ð/dyþ wdxÞ þ q
X
i;D
Ci
dyi
dt
8>><
>>:
ðB4Þ
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Now, we introduce a downstream boundary x= xd and
assume that this is the contour @C. Then with Eq. (B4) we
may write
D ¼ q d
dt
Z
x¼xd
/dyþ q
X
i;xi>xd
Ci
dyi
dt
Through deﬁning xðx; yÞ ¼PjCjdðx xj; y yjÞ (where d
is the Dirac function), we may write
X
i;xi>xd
Ci
dyi
dt
¼ q d
dt
Z
x>xc
yxdxdy
With the identity yx= $ Æ (yv,  yu) + u, and the diver-
gence theorem so that
R
x>xd
r  ðyv;yuÞdxdy ¼  R
x¼xc yvdy,
we further have
X
i;xi>xd
Ci
dyi
dt
¼ q d
dt
Z
x>xd
r  ðyv;yuÞdxdyþ q d
dt
Z
x>xd
udxdy
¼ q d
dt
Z
x¼xd
yudyþ q d
dt
Z
x>xd
udxdy
¼ q d
dt
Z
x¼xd
/dyþ q d
dt
Z
x>xd
udxdy
where we have used
R
x¼xd yvdy ¼
R
x¼xd y/ydy ¼ 
R
x¼xd /dy.
Hence,
D ¼ 2q d
dt
Z
x¼xd
/dyþ q d
dt
Z
x>xd
udxdy
Using the integral form of the y momentum equation for
x> xd, we have
q
d
dt
Z
x>xd
udxdy ¼
Z
x¼xc
qu2 þ p qu21  p1
	 

dy
and with the Bernoulli equation p ¼  1
2
ðu2 þ v2Þ  /tþ
p1 þ
1
2
u21, we have
D ¼ q d
dt
Z
x¼xd
/dyþ 1
2
q
Z
x¼xd
u2  v2  u21
	 

dy
Since the above analysis is frame independent, we may
choose a frame attached to the vortex street and
therefore /t = 0 on the line x= xd, which is assumed to
intersect the vortex street in its uniform region. Hence
D ¼ 1
2
q
Z
x¼xd
u2  v2  u21
	 

dy. Now we decompose (u,v) as
u= u1+ uk, v= v1+ vk = vk, where (uk,vk) is the induced
velocity by the vortex street, then
D ¼ 1
2
q
Z
x¼xd
u2k  v2k
	 

dyþDr
where Dr ¼ qu1
R
x¼xd ukdy. It is obvious that Dr = 0 since the
contribution to uk by any vortex is antisymmetric about the y
position of this vortex. Thus we proved Eq. (31) in Section 3.2.References
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